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Abstract

A slot value might be provided segment by
segment over multiple-turn interactions in a
dialog, especially for some important informa-
tion such as phone numbers and names. It is
a common phenomenon in daily life, but little
attention has been paid to it in previous work.
To fill the gap, this paper defines a new task
named Sub-Slot based Task-Oriented Dialog
(SSTOD) and builds a Chinese dialog dataset
SSD for boosting research on SSTOD. The
dataset includes a total of 40K dialogs and
500K utterances from four different domains:
Chinese names, phone numbers, ID numbers
and license plate numbers. The data is well
annotated with sub-slot values, slot values, di-
alog states and actions. We find some new
linguistic phenomena and interactive manners
in SSTOD which raise critical challenges of
building dialog agents for the task. We test
three state-of-the-art dialog models on SSTOD
and find they cannot handle the task well on any
of the four domains. We also investigate an im-
proved model by involving slot knowledge in a
plug-in manner. More work should be done to
meet the new challenges raised from SSTOD
which widely exists in real-life applications.
The dataset and code are publicly available via
https://github.com/shunjiu/SSTOD.

1 Introduction

Task-oriented dialogs help users accomplish spe-
cific tasks such as booking restaurants or accessing
technical support services by acquiring task-related
slots through multi-turn dialogs. Many advances
have been achieved under an assumption that each
slot value is informed or updated as a whole in a
single turn by default (Li et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,
2020b; Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020; Dai et al., 2021),.
But in real-world dialogs, some slot values are of-
ten provided in a much more complicated manner.

∗Equal contribution.
†Yongbin Li is the corresponding author.

Tradi&onal slot filling (Phone number)
System: 请问您的手机号是什么? (May I know your 

phone number?)
User: 13615551975

Sub-slot filling (Phone umber)
System: 请问您的手机号是什么? (May I know your 

phone number? ) 

User: 136

System: 好的 (OK )

User: 361555

System: 1361555

User: 5后面是1975 (ABer 5, it is 1975 )

System: 好的 (OK)

Tradi&onal slot filling (Chinese name)
System: 请提供用户的姓名。(Please provide the user's 

name.)
User: 吴明清

Sub-slot filling (Chinese name)
System: 请提供用户的姓名。(Please provide the user's 

name.)

User: 嗯，用户姓名是吴名青。(Uh-huh, the name is 
‘吴名青’.)

System: 嗯，哪几个字呢？口天吴吗？ (Uh-huh, which 
characters? Is it ‘口天吴’? , where ‘口’ and ‘天’ are 
both radical components of ‘吴’)

User: 是，然后是明天的明，三点水的那个青。(Yes, 
and then ‘明’ is from ‘明天’, a phrase means 
tomorrow, ‘青’ is the one with the radical ‘氵’.)

System: 好的 (OK)

Figure 1: Comparison of traditional slot and sub-slot.

We take phone numbers as an example. Users tend
to inform an agent a sequence of 0-9 digits segment
by segment across several turns as exemplified in
Figure 1. Accordingly, the agent needs to confirm,
update or record the recognized sub-slot values.
We regard these scenarios as SSTOD task.

The SSTOD is very common when people com-
municate telephone numbers, names and so on.
Specifically, as shown in Figure 1, the SSTOD
task raises several critical new challenges which
have not been tackled in building dialog agents:
(1) Multi-segment informing: The segments could
be informed in many different complex ways. As
exampled in Figure 1, the user informed two sub-
slots “136” and “361555” sequentially. The agent
should discriminate whether the snippet “36” in
“361555” is a partial repeat of “136” or a duplicated
component of a whole slot value. (2) Sub-slot lo-
cating: Differing from updating a whole slot value
in traditional slot filling, in SSTOD, the agent de-
mands to precisely locate the part of values that
needs to be updated. The situation is exacerbated
when there are more than one similar sub-slots.
(3) Knowledge-rich relevancy: To avoid the ambi-
guities of speech, users usually introduce a piece
of knowledge along with informing the slot val-
ues (Tsai et al., 2005; Wang, 2007). For exam-
ple, the knowledge, “明天的明” is used to disam-
biguate character “明” (It is the similar case when
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English speakers say “A as in Alpha” in phone
calls). The agent should look into the knowledge
in order to predict correct value.

To the best of our knowledge, the existing dialog
benchmarks, such as ATIS (Hemphill et al., 1990a),
MultiWOZ (Budzianowski et al., 2018), Cross-
WOZ (Zhu et al., 2020), and SGD (Rastogi et al.,
2020) do not contain the dialogs illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, which makes the dialog agents optimized on
them fail dramatically at conversing in sub-slot di-
alogs. To address the above challenges, we develop
the Sub-slot Dialog (SSD) dataset which contains
most popular sub-slot dialog scenarios including
phone numbers (a sequence of digits 0-9), ID num-
bers (much longer digit sequence), person names (a
sequence of Chinese characters), and license plate
numbers (a mix of Chinese characters, digits and
English letters). The dataset is originated from the
real-world human-to-human conversations, then
richly labeled and reprocessed by crowdsourcing.
Although the dataset is in Chinese, the develop-
ment methodology depicted in this work is also
applicable to other languages.

Under the setting of SSTOD, we present
an improved model, UBAR+, on the basis of
UBAR (Yang et al., 2021) and the large pretrained
model GPT2 (Radford et al., 2018). UBAR+

equips UBAR with a knowledge prediction module
to correct Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) er-
rors and discriminate the ambiguities, and achieves
better performance on SSD. We also provide a
rule-based user simulator to evaluate the system.

Our main contributions are:

• We propose a novel sub-slot based dialog task
which exists widely in real-world conversa-
tions but has been neglected in previous work.

• We build a large-scale high-quality spoken
Chinese dataset SSD for SSTOD, covering
four common scenarios including phone num-
bers, ID numbers, Chinese names and license
plate numbers collection, which will essen-
tially benefit future research on SSTOD.

• We design a knowledge prediction module
together with knowledge retrieval which helps
UBAR achieve significant improvement on
the name domain. Otherwise, a user simulator
is provided to facilitate the evaluation of the
system.

2 Task and Dataset

We first give a defination of SSTOD, then intro-
duce how to build the SSD dataset, and give some
analyses on the dataset.

2.1 Task Defination
We proposed sub-slot based dialog system as a
one slot filling task. A user may provide a slot
via multiple turns in oral conversations. In each
turn, only a piece of the value, which is regarded
as a sub-slot, is given. It is because the values like
phone numbers are usually too long for a user to
inform in one turn or the segments in values like
surnames in names are often accompanied with
extra explanations to disambiguate homonyms.

2.2 Dataset Creation
Since information such as phone numbers and
names is private, real data cannot be used directly.
We design a semi-automatic method to obtain a
large-scale high-quality dialog dataset while avoid-
ing privacy issues. We build a dataset in four do-
mains including Phone Number, Name, ID Number
and License Plate Number. We demonstrate the
building process of the dataset by taking Name as
an example.

System action
request, continue, req more, implicit confirm, explicit 
confirm, ack, req correct, compare, ask restart, bye, 
how signal, good signal, robot, other

User action
offer, inform, update, affirm, deny, ack, ask state, 
restart, ask repeat, finish, wait, doubt identity, how 
signal, bad signal, good signal, other

inform update affirm deny ack ask state restart
request 0.89 0 0 0 0.04 0 0
req more 0.93 0 0 0 0 0 0
implicit confirm 0.49 0.16 0.25 0.07 0 0 0.01
explicit confirm 0 0.30 0.66 0 0 0 0.01
ack 0.94 0 0 0 0.04 0.02 0
compare 0.60 0.39 0 0 0 0 0
ask restart 0 0 0 0 0.15 0.33 0.50

Figure 2: All actions in the phone domain (above) and
part of transition probabilities (below). Each row in
the table below is the probability of user action when a
system action is given.

Human-to-Human (H2H) dialog. We sample
47, 252 H2H dialogs from a business service by
considering different time of service and different
genders of customers, and obtain 4, 489, 8, 873
and 5, 827 fragments of dialog for phone num-
bers, names and license plate numbers respectively.
We analyze the H2H dialogs carefully, summarize
some dialog actions and dialog policy, and esti-
mate the transition probabilities between different
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Figure 3: The distribution of numbers of sentences in a dialog (left) and the distribution of numbers of characters in
a sentence (right).

actions. Taking phone numbers as an example, we
have 30 actions. Figure 2 gives part of transition
probabilities between those actions.

Knowledge Base. Chinese characters in names
cannot be disambiguated by context in spoken con-
versations. For example, when someone says, “我
姓吴 (my surname is Wu)”, different Chinese char-
acters which share the same pronunciation of “wu”,
including “吴”, “武”, “伍”, etc., are all possible to
be the surname to the listeners. People therefore
always employ some external knowledge to dis-
tinguish different characters. For example, “我姓
吴,口天吴 (my surname is ‘吴’, ‘口’ and ‘天’ com-
pose ‘吴’)”, where “口天吴” is a piece of external
knowledge. It gives components (normally some
simple characters) of a character. People also use
knowledge of character combination (i.e. words or
phrases) to identify a Chinese character. For exam-
ple, “我姓吴,东吴的吴 (my surname is ‘Wu’, ‘Wu’
as in ‘DongWu’) ”, where “DongWu” is a word
which only “吴” fits the word well. “DongWu” is
another piece of knowledge for Chinese charac-
ter “吴”. Almost all frequent Chinese Characters
have several pieces of knowledge as above. Ap-
pendix A gives some pieces of knowledge on Chi-
nese characters. Knowledge is widely used in name
telling. We thus build 20, 547 pieces of knowledge
for 2, 003 common used Chinese characters. On
average, each Chinese character is with more than
10 pieces of knowledge. We give more examples
in Appendix A.

Data generation. Based on the analysis of H2H
dialogs, two probabilistic FSA-based simulators
are built for System and User respectively, both
with a template-based Nature Language Genera-

Domains→
Types↓ PHONE ID NAME PLATE

Templates 8, 578 7, 350 3, 031 5, 179
Sentences 3, 849 - 29, 874 10, 000

Knowledge - - 34, 302 -

Table 1: Numbers of crowdsourced data.

tion (NLG) module for generating natural language
sentences from actions sampled from probabilistic
FSA. We give some examples of NLG modules in
Appendix B. Part of FSAs is given in Appendix C.
An error simulator is also built for modeling er-
rors brought by ASR. Two FSAs as well as a NLG
module and an error model work together to gener-
ate various dialogs. At the beginning, the FSA for
users initializes a target slot value which is com-
posed of several sub-slot segments. The two prob-
abilistic FSAs then interact based on the sampled
actions. At each step, when FSA chooses current
dialog action and sub-slot values, a NLG template
is randomly chosen to generate a sentence. The er-
ror model might also be triggered randomly to twist
the values with a defined probability. When the sys-
tem thinks it collects a complete slot value, it ends
the dialog. If the slot value collected is consistent
with the slot value initialized by the user, the dialog
succeeds; otherwise, the dialog fails. Appendix D
illustrates several example dialogs generated by
FSAs.

Data crowdsourcing. To make our dialog data
more natural and diverse, we hired crowd work-
ers to paraphrase user utterances in the generated
dialogs. New utterances bring more templates,
knowledge pieces and real ASR errors. Table 1
gives the numbers of crowdsourced data.
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SSD-PHONE SSD-ID SSD-NAME SSD-PLATE
No. of dialogs 11, 000 8, 000 15, 000 6, 000
No. of actions 30 30 29 27

Avg. turns per dialog 13.01 16.86 9.86 13.90
Avg. tokens per sentence 11.61 13.13 7.70 13.84
Avg. sub-slots per dialog 2.90 4.15 2.84 2.03

No. of different paths 3, 135 5, 412 2, 475 3, 965
Vocabulary size 677 629 3, 519 915

Table 2: Analysis of the SSD dataset.

2.3 Data Statistics

We finally obtained a large and high-quality data
for SSTOD in four domains. Some statistics are
shown in Table 2.

As we can seen in Table 2, the SSD dataset has
40K dialogs and the number of dialogs exceeds
that of most available task-oriented datasets (the
largest dialog dataset SGD (Rastogi et al., 2020)
commonly used today contains 16, 142 dialogs).
The number of actions is at least 27 in each do-
main, which is more than that in any single do-
main of the currently commonly used dataset Mul-
tiWOZ (Budzianowski et al., 2018).

The average turn per dialog is no less than 10,
as well as the average character per sentence. The
distribution of dialog length is shown in Figure 3
(left) and the distribution of dialog sentence length
per domain is shown in Figure 3 (right).

A path is the action sequence in a dialog. Two
dialogs with distinct paths means they have differ-
ent ways to complete a task. The larger the number
of different paths, the more diversity of action se-
quences. The SSD dataset shows adequate diversity
of dialogs.

The average number of sub-slots per dialog is
the average number of pieces that a full slot value is
segmented. It can be seen that names are averagely
segmented into 2.84 pieces. Considering a Chinese
name normally includes 2-3 Chinese characters,
people say their names character by character.

Finally, it should be noticed that data contains
a wealth of annotation information. For each user
utterance, we annotate an action and the sub-slot
values provided by the user. For each system ut-
terance, we annotate an action and the state which
is the sub-slot value collected by the system. The
annotation information allows our data to be used
for the following tasks: natural language under-
standing (NLU), dialog state tracker (DST), dialog
policy, NLG, etc. We will also release our FSA-

based User simulator, which can be used to evaluate
the system.

2.4 New Challenges

The dataset includes many new phenomena that are
seldom seen in other datasets which bring some
new challenges to build agents for SSTOD. Most
of the new phenomena are brought by the sub-slot
telling way. Table 3 gives some of these new phe-
nomena as well as a sample utterance for each
phenomenon.

Most of the phenomena listed in Table 3 are sel-
dom seen in the previous dialog datasets. They
raise some new challenges on at least three sides:
The first one is to locate and record each segment
and even each element in each segment, since all
of them might be updated separately or as a whole.
The second one is to identify the various exter-
nal knowledge, especially when ASR errors are
involved. The third one is that the context of the
sub-slot might be helpless when there are ambigui-
ties. The knowledge might be the major source of
disambiguation, including those explicitly noticed
in utterances, as well as implicitly used in dialogs.

3 Method

3.1 Benchmark Models

Since the new task raises critical challenges, we
firstly verify whether the current state-of-the-art
(SOTA) models on normal task-oriented dialog task
can meet the challenges, then we take a small step
on improving one SOTA model by introducing a
specific plug-in component to make it handle some
of the challenges.

Recently, many strong models have been
proposed to tackle the MultiWOZ benchmark
(Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021; He
et al., 2022). In this paper, we chose three SOTA di-
alog models for our SSTOD evaluation as follows:
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Description Example
Inform (quantifier) 1，4个3 (1, four 3’s.)
Inform (correct) 嗯1820，呃，不是是1860 (Uh-huh1820, hmm, no it’s 1860.)
Inform (repeat) 7127 7127
Inform (stretched) 1，1044

Inform (overlap)

User: 嗯，您那麻烦，您记一下的手机号码，181 (Well, would you
mind writing down the phone number? 181.)
System: 嗯，181 (Uh-huh, 181.)
User: 1814104

Update (refer) 最后4位是5664 (The last 4 digits are 5664.)
Update (delete) 去掉7 (Delete 7.)
Update (add) 9后面少个4 (Behind 9, 4 is missing.)

Update (part)
System: 133 4777 3029，好，我知道了，谢谢啊(133 4777 3029,
okay, I see. Thanks!)
User: 529才对 (It is 529.)

Sub-slot update 2不对啊，是R，RST里面的R才对 (2 is not right, it’s R as in RST. )
(note: 2 and R have the same pronunciation in Chinese.)

Comparison of homophonic characters 是字母E还是数字1？( Is it the letter E or number 1? ) (note: “E” and
“1” have the same pronunciation in Chinese.)

Using external knowledge (character combination) 艳是艳丽的艳 (“艳” is from “艳丽”, a two-character word means
showy.)

Using external knowledge (structure) 艳是一个丰字，一个色字 (“艳” is composed of “丰” and “色”.)

ASR errors of a character or(and) its knowledge

ASR outputs: 验是严厉的严，一个风字，一个色字
Original utterance: 艳是艳丽的艳，一个丰字，一个色字
(“验” and “严” are badly recognized characters of “艳”, “风” is a
badly recognized character of “丰”, and “艳丽” (showy) is the
correction of “严厉” (servere).)

Two identical characters in one name
我叫李壮壮，状是状元的状，两个状都是 (My name is “李壮壮”

(Li Zhuangzhuang), the last two words are both “状” as in “状元”
(top students).)

Two characters from one knowledge 我叫业勤，业精于勤的业勤 (My name is “业勤” (Ye Qin) as in
Chinese idiom “业精于勤” (Excellence in work lies in diligence).)

Table 3: Part of the diversity cases and their examples.

TRADE (Wu et al., 2019) utilizes the generative
approach and copy-generator mechanism for slot
filling tasks. We construct a complete dialog sys-
tem using TRADE and a rule-based policy module
as a baseline.

SimpleTOD (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020) uses a
single, causal language model to aggregate dia-
log state tracking, policy deciding, and response
generating a cascaded generator. Leveraging the
large pre-trained model such as GPT2, SimpleTOD
achieved competitive results on MultiWOZ.

UBAR (Yang et al., 2021) presents variants on
Ham et al. (2020); Peng et al. (2020); Zhang et al.
(2019) to parameterize the dialog system as an auto-
regressive model. It models the task-oriented di-
alog system on a dialog session level, instead of
using all user and system utterances as inputs. Con-
ditioned on all previous belief state, system acts
and response, UBAR is easier to make inference
and planning in current turn and achieves the state-
of-the-art performance on MultiWOZ.

3.2 Plug-in Module

As described above, one of the challenges in SSD is
that the disambiguation of the slot values intensely
relies on both the context and the extra knowledge.
For example, users might inform a person name by
making use of character knowledge to distinguish
the target characters from alternatives.

We therefore design a simple plug-in unit to exe-
cute Knowledge Prediction (KP) and Knowledge
Retrieve (KR) on demand. Taking UBAR as a
testbed, we proposed a UBAR with the plug-in unit
(hereafter UBAR+) whose framework is illustrated
in Figure 4.

Given a user input utterance Ut, UBAR+ first
generates knowledge snippets Kt = [k1t , ..., k

m
t ] ⊂

Ut, where m is the number of extracted snippets.
Each snippet corresponds to a target sub-slot value.
For instance, if utterance Ut=“我叫张艳，张是弓
长张，艳是严厉的艳”, the extracted knowledge
snippets Kt = [k1t , k

2
t ] = [“弓长张”, “严厉的艳”].

Both extracted knowledge snippets and the
knowledge items in extra knowledge base are em-
bedded via TF-IDF (Jones, 1972) vectors both in
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Figure 4: The structure of UBAR+.

char-level and pinyin-level (which is the phonetic
transcription of a Chinese character).

Finally, the cosine similarities between the snip-
pet kit ∈ Kt and each candidate knowledge item
kdj from the knowledge base, are calculated as
follows:

ec(k
i
t) = TF-IDFchar(k

i
t), (1)

ep(k
i
t) = TF-IDFpinyin(k

i
t), (2)

score(kit, kdj) = α cos (ec(k
i
t), ec(kdj))

+(1− α) cos (ep(k
i
t), ep(kdj)), (3)

where ec(kit) and ep(k
i
t) have the length of vocabu-

lary size of characters and pinyin, respectively.
For knowledge item kdk with the maximum

similarity score, its corresponding character wk

is used as the disambiguated character of kit, yield-
ing the predicted target sub-slot sequence Ct =
[w1, . . . , wm].

Hereto we finish the disambiguation of one sub-
slot value. By repeating the above procedures, all
sub-slots are assigned their predicted target char,
thereby the belief state (BS in Figure 4) is updated
accordingly. To rationally navigate the following
dialog, the agent then learns to plan its following
acts of whether confirming a sub-slot or continu-
ously requesting a sub-slot. We apply cross-entropy
and language modeling objective (Bengio et al.,
2003) to optimize the plug-in unit:

Lplug−in =
∑
i

logP (wt|w<t). (4)

Lplug−in is added to the loss applied in UBAR,
making the final loss of the UBAR+.

4 Experiments

Using the SSD dataset as a dialog state tracking
benchmark, we conduct a comprehensive anal-
ysis of the challenges through an empirical ap-
proach and validate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed UBAR+ method.

4.1 Experimental Setup
Dataset. We split the SSD dataset into a training
set, a validation set and a test set in the ratio of
7:1:2 on each of the four domains and conduct
experiments on them.

Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate model perfor-
mances on SSD with several popularly used met-
rics. Joint acc is the accuracy of all sub-slot values
at each turn. The output is considered as an accu-
rate one if and only if all the sub-slot values are ex-
actly consistent with the ground truth values. Slot
acc means whether each sub-slot is correctly col-
lected at each turn. Dialog succ measures whether
the collected slot value is consistent with the user’s
goal at the end of the dialog. To have a comprehen-
sive comparison, we also test our model by online
interacting with FSA-based user simulators with
two evaluation metrics: Dialog succ and Avg turn.
Dialog succ is the main metric, which means the
ratio of successful dialogs. A dialog is successful if
and only if the slot is correctly collected by system
within limited turns. Avg turn is used to measure
the average turn number of successful dialogs.

Implementation Details. We initialize our pro-
posed UBAR+ model with ClueCorpus-small (Xu
et al., 2020) and fine-tune it on SSD. The max
length of an input sequence is set to 1024 and the
excess parts are truncated. The α in the plug-in
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Model SSD-PHONE SSD-ID SSD-NAME SSD-PLATE
Joint
acc

Slot
acc

Dialog
succ

Joint
acc

Slot
acc

Dialog
succ

Joint
acc

Slot
acc

Dialog
succ

Joint
acc

Slot
acc

Dialog
succ

TRADE* 56.14 73.54 32.32 40.10 62.51 5.01 65.45 83.36 28.29 12.56 13.85 2.89
SimpleTOD 72.56 85.80 48.27 70.17 86.81 43.50 79.22 91.24 51.50 48.55 61.20 36.58

UBAR 71.62 85.23 46.00 69.70 86.60 40.70 63.58 82.58 34.40 47.70 61.76 35.20

Table 4: Comparisons of DST metrics and dialog succ on SSD on the four domains.

Model SSD-PHONE SSD-ID SSD-NAME SSD-PLATE
Avg turn Dialog succ Avg turn Dialog succ Avg turn Dialog succ Avg turn Dialog succ

TRADE* 9.77 30.45 16.68 26.39 6.75 5.71 6.50 20.26
SimpleTOD 8.18 63.20 10.94 46.70 4.79 15.80 6.29 32.70

UBAR 11.39 57.7 10.97 41.50 4.41 11.50 6.63 25.10

Table 5: Results of different models on interaction with a FSA-based user simulator on four domains.

unit is set to 0.09. AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2018) optimizer is applied and the learning rate is
initialized as 0.0001.

4.2 Results and Analysis
We implement three different evaluations on model
performances: The first one is offline test where
models are evaluated using SSD test data, the sec-
ond one is online test where models interact with
FSA-based user simulator, and the third one is
human evaluation where models interact with hu-
mans.

The offline evaluation results of the three base-
line models across all domains on SSD are sum-
marised in Table 4. As we can see, all three models
perform poorly, and nearly all the dialog success
rates are lower than 50%. Remind that the success
rate of UBAR on MultiWOZ is higher than 70%.
Among them, GPT2 based models (SimpleTOD
and UBAR) achieve relatively good performance
on SSD owing to the efficacy of large pre-trained
language models. Although SimpleTOD achieves
the best results on all four domains. Neverthe-
less, SimpleTOD only reaches nearly 40% dialog
success on SSD-PHONE and SSD-ID, 51.50% on
SSD-NAME, and 36.58% on SSD-PLATE. Ta-
ble 5 illustrates the results of online evaluations.
The similar observations are concluded as those in
offline evaluations. Even the most efficient Simple-
TOD model achieves poor success rates.

From the detailed analysis of the results, we ob-
serve that one of the major factors affecting the per-
formance is the difficulty of sub-slot locating, espe-
cially when updating a fragment of the sub-slot. In
the phone number domain and ID number domain,
the system should compare the updated fragment
with the collected value to determine which frag-
ment is similar to that one. As shown in Figure 5,

Domain Dialog

Phone

Last System State [159, 4307]
Last System Utterance 那应该是多少？(What should that be?)

User Utterance 我记错了，是807，307错了 
(I misremembered, it is 807, 307 is wrong.)

Generated Belief State [159, 807]
Oracle Belief State [159, 4807]

Name

Last System State 陈,侯,河
Last System Utterance 请问河是什么河？(Which ‘河’?)
User Utterance 何炅的何(‘何’ is from ‘何炅’.)
Generated Belief State 陈,何,河
Oracle Belief State 陈,侯,何

Figure 5: Typical bad cases of UBAR. In the phone
domain, the system ought to update part of the second
sub-slot “307” to “807” but it updates the whole sub-
slot by mistake. In the name domain, system indexes a
wrong sub-slot “侯” and changes it to “何”.

the system is required to change “307” to “807”,
but it wrongly updates “4307” to “807”. For the
name slot, the system changes “侯” to “何” by mis-
take. When taking the ASR noise into account, the
scenarios would become much more complicated.

4.3 Performance of plug-in unit

Table 6 shows the performance of our knowledge
plug-in unit on SSD-NAME. UBAR+ performs
the best, with 23% improvement over UBAR and
6% improvement over SimpleTOD in terms of dia-
log succ. We claim that the knowledge plug-in unit
enables the model to obtain relevant knowledge
by querying the knowledge base, which is benefi-
cial to complete slot value acquisition and response
generation.

Further investigation is conducted through inter-
action between the model and the user simulator.
Table 6 shows UBAR+ harvests a great improve-
ment in name collecting, yielding an accuracy rate
of 45.8%, which further proves the efficiency of
knowledge-rich disambiguation. The same trend is
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Model Offline Test Online Test
Joint
acc

Slot
acc

Dialog
succ

Avg
turn

Dialog
succ

SimpleTOD 79.22 91.24 51.50 4.79 15.80
UBAR 63.58 82.58 34.40 4.41 11.50

UBAR+ 84.96 93.12 57.73 4.60 45.80

Table 6: Comparisons between UBAR+ and the SOTA
models in both offline and online tests on the Chinese
name domain.

also observed for the other three domains.

4.4 Human Evaluation

Model Dialog succ App Diversity
UBAR 28.00 2.82 3.10

UBAR+ 50.00 2.89 3.96

Table 7: Performance on human evaluation on Chinese
name domain. App indicates the average appropriate-
ness scores.

For human evaluation, 10 postgraduates are re-
cruited to evaluate UBAR+ and UBAR on Chinese
name domain. During the interaction, the students
randomly change the characters to those with simi-
lar pronunciations in the sentences. The same name
and knowledge with errors are used on both mod-
els. At the end of the conversation, the evaluators
are asked to check whether the dialog is successful.
The postgraduates also score each system response
to evaluate the appropriateness of the system re-
sponse (Zhang et al., 2020a). The points range
from 1 to 3, which respectively represent invalid,
ok, and good. Another score on a Likert scale of
1-5 evaluates the diversity of the whole dialog. The
results are shown in Table 7 and prove that UBAR+

yields a much higher dialog success rate.

5 Related Work

We can group the datasets for task-oriented dialog
systems by whether the two parts involved in the
dialogs are humans or machines: human-to-human
(H2H), machine-to-machine (M2M) and human-to-
machine (H2M) collecting methods. H2H corpora
are derived by asking a human user to talk with a
human agent. To mimic the conversations between
human and machine, H2H datasets ubiquitously
apply the Wizard-of-Oz approach (Hemphill et al.,
1990b; El Asri et al., 2017; Budzianowski et al.,
2018; Zhu et al., 2020), which a human agent pre-
tends as machine to talk to a human user and the hu-
man user believes the other side is a machine. How-
ever, it costs tremendous effort to construct such a

H2H dataset. M2M datasets which are generated by
simulated systems and simulated users take much
less work to construct than H2H datasets with the
same scale. However, the naturalness and diversity
of M2M datasets are questioned (Peng et al., 2017;
Shah et al., 2018; Rastogi et al., 2020; Dai et al.,
2020). H2M (Raux et al., 2005; Williams et al.,
2013; Henderson et al., 2014a,b; Kim et al., 2016)
hires crowd workers to chat with a machine system
and the conversations are more diverse and natural
than M2M. We integrate the M2M and H2M ap-
proaches by boosting the generated M2M datasets
through crowdsource rewriting to obtain more di-
verse and natural dialogs with less effort.

The datasets might be also grouped by the
single-domain and the multi-domain. The early
datasets are mostly single-domain. For example,
ATIS (Hemphill et al., 1990b), by M2M strategy,
is a system to help people make air travel plans; a
H2M corpus, Let’s Go Public (Raux et al., 2005),
contains consultation dialogs of bus schedule in-
formation; two datasets for buying a movie ticket
and reserving a restaurant table are collected by
M2M (Shah et al., 2018). Single-domain systems
generally fill slots within a single turn and thereby
slot values are relatively independent. Recently,
multi-domain datasets grab more attention. Multi-
WOZ (Budzianowski et al., 2018), one of the most
popular datasets, consists of Wizard-of-Oz large-
scale multi-domain conversations. A M2M dataset,
SGD (Rastogi et al., 2020), generates multi-domain
dialogs, guided by the predefined schema. Cross-
WOZ (Zhu et al., 2020) states how slots in one
domain relate to the following domains by refer-
ence. Nevertheless, none of the above datasets,
with single domain or multiple domains, look into
sub-slot cases as SSD does. In SSTOD, we have
to not only locate the related previous sub-slots
through complicated expressions, but also tile the
pieces of value into a correct sequence without du-
plication, missing, and errors under the assistance
of external knowledge.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a sub-slot based task
SSTOD which has not brought to the public. To
help the exploration of the task, we build a textual
dialog dataset SSD which covers four popular do-
mains and contains natural noise brought by ASR
module. SSD stems from the real human-to-human
dialogs and can be utilized as a benchmark for slot
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filling, dialog state tracking and dialog system that
matches the real-world scenarios.

Ethical Considerations

The collection of our SSD dataset is consistent with
the terms of use of any sources and the original au-
thors’ intellectual property and privacy rights. The
SSD dataset is collected with ALIDUTY1 platform,
and each HIT requires up to 10 minutes to com-
plete. The requested inputs are general language
variations, speech voices, and no privacy-related in-
formation is collected during data collection. Each
HIT was paid 0.1-0.2 USD for a single turn dia-
log data, which is higher than the minimum wage
requirements in our area. The platform also hires
professional reviewers to review all the collected
data to ensure no ethical concerns e.g., toxic lan-
guage and hate speech.
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A Knowledge

char knowledge

黄
草头黄 

(‘黄’ has the radical ‘⺾’.)

林 双木林 
(‘林’ has double ‘木’.)

王 三横一竖王 
(Three horizontal bars and one verScal bar ‘wang’.)

赢 亡口月贝凡 
(‘赢’ is composed of ‘亡’, ‘口’, ‘月’, ‘贝’ and ‘凡’.)

赛 下面一个贝的赛 
(‘赛’ has the component ‘贝’)

怡 竖心旁加一个台湾的台的那个怡 
(‘怡’ is a combinaSon of the radical ‘忄’ and ‘台’ from Taiwan.)

Figure 6: Some different types of knowledge on Chinese
characters.

char knowledge explanaSon

宝

宝宝 Baby
宝贵 Precious
宝马 BMW
淘宝 Taobao
宝石 Gemstone
宝藏 Treasure
珠宝 Jewelry
宝玉 Precious jade
宝物 Gems
宝箱 Treasure Chest
支付宝 Alipay
宝盖头 Chinese radical ‘⼧’
小宝贝儿 Li]le Baby

上面一个宝盖头，下面一个玉字 ‘⼧’ above, ‘玉’ below
宝字盖加个玉 ‘⼧’ and ‘玉’

宝盖下面一个玉的宝 ‘玉’ under ‘⼧’ 

Figure 7: Some pieces of knowledge about宝’.

Figure 6 shows some different types of knowl-
edge. The word “黄” is described with its radical.
And it is necessary to use whole components to
explain “林”, “王” and “赢” . In the fourth row,
only a part of the word “赛”, “贝”, is enough to
disambiguate homonyms. In the last example, “台”
also needs explanation besides “怡”. Overall, the
knowledge description is challenging for systems
to get the correct char.

Some pieces of knowledge about “宝” are shown
in Figure 7. It contains phrase-based knowledge,
structure-based knowledge and hybrid knowledge.
The way to explain one character is various and the
number of one character’s knowledge is large.

B NLG Templates

domain act template, example and explana/on

NAME

inform 我姓【<sn>】，【<sn_cmpnt><sn>】 
我姓吴，口天吴 
My surname is ‘Wu’, ’mouth’ and ‘sky’‘s ‘Wu’.
【<sn>】【<gn-0>】，【<gn-0_word>的<gn-0>】 
张飞，飞机的飞 
My name is ‘张飞’, ‘飞’ form ‘飞机’.

update 不是，是【<char_word>的那个】 
不是，是支付宝的那个 
No, it’s the one in Alipy.
是【一个<char_cmpnt-0>一个<char_cmpnt-1>那个<char>】 
是一个宝盖头一个玉的那个宝 
the ‘宝’ is composed of the radical ‘⼧’ and ‘玉’.

PHONE

inform 我重新告诉你一下，X 
我重新告诉你一下，188 
I'll re-tell you, 188.
好的，Y，哎不对，是X 
好的，138，哎不对，是188 
Okay, 138, oops no, it's 188.
你可以记一下了，X 
你可以记一下了，188 
You can take notes now, 188.
最后是X，记住了吗 
最后是952，记住了吗 
The last is 952, remember?

update 最后面少了一个X 
最后面少了一个8 
An 8 is missing at the end.
少了一个X，Y后面加个X 
少了一个8，9后面加个8 
An 8 is missing, and an 8 is added aQer the 9.
麻烦把Y前面加个X，不然少了一个数 
麻烦把9前面加个8，不然少了一个数 
Please add an 8 in front of the 9, otherwise there is a number missing.
请把X删除掉，没有X 
请把8删除掉，没有8 
Please delete 8, there is no 8.
嗯，有个多余数字需要去掉，第N个X 
嗯，有个多余数字需要去掉，第2个8 
Well, there is an extra number that needs to be removed, the second 8.
X，开头是X，不是Y 
188，开头是188，不是178 
188, the beginning is 188, not 178.
最后一小部分是错的，X才对 
最后一小部分是错的，952才对 
The last small part is wrong, 952 is correct.
X，是这个X 
188，是这个188 
188, it's this 188.
改成X，X，不是Y，Y是错的 
改成188，188，不是189，189是错的 
Change to 188, 188, not 189, 189 is wrong.

Figure 8: Some examples of NLG templates. Each cell
in the third line is template, a sentence example gener-
ated by the template, the explanation of the generated
sentence.

Some NLG templates are presented in Figure 8.
In the domain of name, Chinese name consists of
surname “<sn>” and given name “<gn>”. Each
word in name has two kinds of knowledge, compo-
nents “<_cmpnt>” and words “<_word>”, to dis-
tinguish different characters. In the phone domain,
when generating one sentence using a template, ‘X’
is replaced by a sub-slot value to be informed and
‘Y’ is replaced by the noisy sub-slot value or which
to be updated.
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C FSA

Begin cond: right and complete 
implicit_confirm/affirm 
explicit_confirm/affirm 

ack/ack 

Collecting

request/ack 

bye/null

Collect
complete

cond: wrong 
implicit_confirm/deny 
explicit_confirm/deny 

cond: wrong 
implicit_confirm/update 
explicit_confirm/update 

cond: right but not complete 
implicit_confirm/affirm 
explicit_confirm/affirm

req_more/inform
End

request/inform

request/wait ack/inform

cond: right but not complete 
implicit_confirm/inform 

ack/inform 
req_more/inform

request/offer continue/inform 
ack/inform 

req_correct/update 
req_correct/delete

Figure 9: Part of automata that generates the dialog of
SSD-PHONE dataset and SSD-ID dataset.

Taking the construction process of SSD-PHONE
dataset as an example, the partial automata con-
structed by analyzing the H2H dialog is shown in
Figure 9. When a system act is chosen, the user
transfers state according to the user state and the
system slot value and outputs the user act with
probability. At the same time, in order to imitate
various user expressions in the real world, one user
act can correspond to various expressions as shown
in Table 3.

D Dialog example

Domain Dialog

PHONE

sys ᮎኸӻኪᦾݩᎱ҅މঅމ (Please leave a phone number.)
user 155҅߶߶҅ฎ154 (155, ohh, it’s 154.)
sys ߶҅154҅౯૪ᕪᦕ֘ԧ(OK, 154, I got it.)
user ֦Კԧ҅ฎ155 (Not really. It’s 155.)
sys ૪ᕪᦕ֘ԧ155 (I got it. 155.)
user ֦অԧ҅މᆐݸฎ53639 (You got it, right. And then it’s 

53639.)
sys 1553639̵15553639ᬯӷӻ҅ᚆٚ᧔ӥߺӻฎጱހҘ

(1553639, 15553639, which is correct?)
user ҅ᒫӞӻฎጱ (Yep, the first one.)
sys (OK) ࡧࡧ
user অጱ҅ੲݩฎ7҅7266 (Good. The last is 7, 7266.)
sys  .15536397266҅ํဌํᳯ᷌Ҙ(OK, 15536397266҅ࡧࡧ

Anything wrong?)
user ဌᳯ᷌ (OK, everything is good.)҅ޫࡧ
sys  (Bye.)

ID

sys ౯ᦕ୯ӥጱղᦤݩ (I would like to record your ID 
number.)

user ղᦤݩฎ34҅3403 (My ID number is 34, 3403.)
sys অጱ҅ ള፳᧔ (Good. Go on.)
user ஃӥ4034119 (The following digits are 4034119.)
sys 4119҅౯Ꭳ᭲ԧ҅অጱ̶(4119, I see. Good.)
user ӧฎ411 (211, not 411.)҅ޚ211
sys ౯૪ᕪᦕӥԧ34032119 (Gotcha, 34032119.)
user ᧗ጭᦕ҅ള፳ฎ19771008 (And then, it’s 19771008.)
sys 771008҅߶ (771008, OK.)
user 3ӻ0҅X҅ஷਠԧ(Triple 0, X. That’s it.)
sys  ,Ҙ(Hmmmހ34032119771008000Xฎ҅ޛ

34032119771008000X, correct?)
user զԧ(Change the last part to 800X.)ݢද౮800X੪ݸ๋
sys ᨀᨀጱᯈ34032119771008800҅ݳX҅অጱ҅Ꭳ᭲ԧ 

(Thank you! 34032119771008800X, I see.)
user ฎጱ (Yeah, right.)҅ࡧ
sys ᮎᬯᬟӧಟ֦ࡧ (Thank you for your time! Bye bye!)

Figure 10: Examples of dialogs of phone number col-
lection and identity number collection.
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Domain Dialog

NAME

sys ֦ኸӞӻ֦ጱމਁݷ (May I have your name?)
user ቘᅎ҅៍ጱ៍ (Li Ling. “៍” as in “៍”.)
sys ៍ጱᦾ҅កਁ֛ӥᶎےӞӻӤᵃጱ׆ݦጱ៍ހҘ(Is “៍” 

the one “ᜎ” with a bottom which is the right part of “ᵃ” as 

in “Ӥᵃ”?)
user ጱ҅ጱ̶(Yes, yes.)
sys ቘጱᦾ҅ሴ᯾ቘހ (Is “ቘ” composed of “ሴ” and “᯾”?)
user ӧฎ҅ᲙԧᲙԧ (No, nope, nope.)
sys ᮎଫᧆฎՋԍҘ(What should it be?)
user ฎጮጱݾ (It’s “Lv” as in “Li Bai”.)
sys ٚᥠ (Bye.)

PLATE

sys  ग़Ҙ(Could you tell meݩᇈ֦҅މᕳ౯ݩᇈض֦
your license plate number?)

user অጱ҅ฎGPSC֦ضᦕӥ (Sure. It’s “GPSC”.)
sys ᇈᒫ1ӻฎ۹҅ޛՂጱՂ҅ހҘ(The first digit is “Ղ” as 

in “۹Ղ”, right?)
user ฎᬯӻ (Yes, it is.)ࡧ
sys ౯໐Ӟӥ֦҅ጱᇈᒫ4֖ฎ҅ޛCDE᯾ᶎጱC҅މҘ

(Let me double check. The fourth digit is “C” as in “CDE”, 
right?)

user ᒫ4֖ᔩᔤ҅ᦕᲙԧ̶Ἃᅸ֦ๅྋӞӥ҅ฎK҅ӧฎՋԍ

C҅JKLM᯾ᶎጱK (The fourth digit, damn, I got it wrong. 
Please recorrect it. It is “K”, not “C”, “K” as in “JKLM”.)

sys ള፳᧔ (You can go on.)
user 6ଜ1 (Then, it’s “6 wan 1”.)کٚ
sys ᮎӻᇈᒫ5ӻฎӧঅ҅ฎ123456ጱ6ᬮฎ๋य़ጱӞ֖

හጱᮎӻ9Ҙ(I’m sorry. Is the fifth digit “6” as in “123456” or 
the largest digit “9”?)

user ᒫ5֖߶҅অ؟ฎ5҅ӧฎ6567҅ޚጱ5 (The fifth? It’s 
“5”, not “6”, “5” as in “567”.)

sys ጱᇈݩᒫ6֖ฎڹ2 ޛᶎጱᮎӻ1҅ހҘ(The sixth 
digit is “1” which is before “2” when counting number, right?)

user ጱ̶(Yes.)
sys অጱ҅ (OK. Bye.)

Figure 11: Examples of dialogs of name collection and
license plate number collection.
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